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Web Site: tandysmodelplanes.com

Waco SRE
March 29, 2014

There are three places on the print from the new PDF file of the Waco SRE that Roland
Friestat sent me to check fuselage’s correct width: (1) the top wing cut, (2) the diameter
of the “B” circular bulkhead, and (3) the width of the fuselage shown on the fuselage top
view.

First the inside measurement for the top wing cut out was measured as 4.5” as shown
below.
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Next the diameter of the circular bulkhead “B” was also measured as 4.5” as shown below.
Note that the plans calls for the cowl to have 1/8” balsa inlayed in between the 1/8”
stringers so the cowl’s finished diameter remains 4.5”.

However to confuse things a little, the width of the fuselage with 1/32” side sheeting
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glued on the outside of each side measured in the plan top view is 4-11/16” as shown below.
This is 1/8” wider than both the finished cowl diameter and the top wing cut out. Now a
decision has to be made as to what width to make the fuselage.

I plan to inlay sections of 1/32” sheet balsa into the fuselage side frame structure, as
opposed to attempting the nightmare of trying to glue a large 1/32” sheet onto the outside
of the fuselage sides as indicated on the plans. Therefore, cross members will be cut to
the correct length to make the overall width of the fuselage from outside to outside 4.5”.
This will insure that the cowl will fit onto the fuselage’s front end correctly and the top
wing’s center section and cut out will fit onto the wing saddle correctly………………………
Tandy
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